Internship Business Development Germany  
at Leko Labs  
Luxembourg

“Leko’s Mission is to accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable housing.”

The Leko philosophy
At Leko we don’t just do a traditional job. We are on a mission to accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable housing. We reinvent the construction for next generation buildings. We hate copy/paste approaches and find pure theory useless. What we love, are genius people capable of concretely inspiring the innovation that drives everything we do by sharing their life experiences and (sometimes crazy) ideas.

The internship assignment
Leko Labs is seeking an intern to be a part of the market development department. The mission will be based out of our Luxembourg HQ and focused on the German market. The jobholder will be a liaising between our business leaders, our sales people, and our experienced partners in the field. No day will be the same and you will be given a healthy amount of responsibility and autonomy. You will be reporting directly to our CEO. We need a creative, analytical and above all passionate individual who wants to make the difference and be part of a fast-growing company.

Tasks & Objectives
- Market Analysis: Define concrete market opportunities for Leko Labs in Germany – and demonstrate how we to reach them.
- Market Mapping: Identify decision makers, influencers, promoters, resellers and partners – and draw the opportunities map.
- Relationship Building: Open relevant doors, create a directory – and make Germany “LekoLand”

Requirements
- Holding or being on the way to a Masters degree in Marketing, Communications, or Entrepreneurship.
- First experiences in a similar position/environment
- Ability to be self-managed and thrive in a fast-paced work environment
- Creative hands-on approach, following the principle of "strategic result-oriented action”
- Sense of humor and the aim to change the world
- Fluent French/German/English language skills
- Ability to work a minimum of 3 months full time required.

Welcome to the future
If you are curious, visionary and passionate about new ideas and technologies, then Leko is your family. Welcome on board to build the future: www.lekolabs.com.

Please submit your CV and cover letter to francois@lekolabs.com and let us know your availability and possible start date. Internships at Leko Labs are available for 3-6-9-12 month periods (full time).